
Car Game Ideas
1. Eye Spy
This has been around for years.  For smaller children you can say “I spy with my little eye – 
something that is “green” or blue etc.  Introduce the letters when they know the alphabet.

2.  The Alphabet Game
There are a huge number of variations on this:  

OOne person starts with the letter A and says “I have a friend called “Alice” who lives in Australia.  
She has a pet Ant and likes to eat Apples”.   Then the next person starts with the letter B and on it 
goes.  

Our favourite which everyone does (including the adults) is spotting signs that start with the letter, 
in alphabet order.  I.e:  Alderson road, Bridge, then Crossing etc.  We use number plates for Q, XY 
and Z that is -the letter has to be anywhere in the number plate. 

3. The Colour Game
SSomeone yells out a colour and then you count how many things you see of that colour - it could 
be anything!

4. Words
Someone picks a word and the next person has to pick a word with the last letter of the first word.  
Eg:  Apple, Elephant, tree, eggs.

5. Colour Cars
Everyone picks a car colour and the first to get to 10 or 20 etc wins.

66. Spotto
The person who counts the most yellow cars / vehicles first wins.  Of course every time you see one 
it’s the first to yell SPOTO!!!! 

7. Unusual Names
See how many unusual names you can come up eg:  Paige Turner, Leo Tard, Peter,  Bread.
   

8. Who am I?  
TThe person who is going first silently picks a person and then the others ask questions that can 
only be answered yes or no until the person is guessed correctly.  E.g.:  Are you on Disney Channel, 
do you live in Australia, are you a New Zealand famous sporting person.  

Variations- guess the animal – Do you live in a jungle, in the ocean

Variations – fruit / food.  Are you red, are you juicy etc


